A warm welcome to the
Reception web page from
Mrs Thomson and Mrs
Howland.

Reception
Summer 2021
Communication Language and
Development
•

•

•

We will be listening to stories
linked to our topic and the children will be asked to retell a book,
sequencing events.
The children will be encouraged to
talk about the books they read:
predicting, sequencing, discussing
the characters, retelling and discussing their own writing.
Encouraging language and conversation in our role play castle– Who
will you be? Discuss the various
roles and create different scenarios for the children to act out.

•

Acting out the roles in ’Chicken
Licken’.

•

Extend the children’s vocabulary;
explore new words linked to our
topic.

Physical Development
•

Encourage children to handle equipment and materials safely, explaining
why this is so important.

•

Providing the children with opportunities to manipulate play dough:
squeezing and rolling.

•

Encourage children to move backwards and forwards in a variety of
ways. Make a collection of moving
words e.g. wiggle, slither etc.

•

Follow the leader, circle games etc.

•

Demonstrate control over their
movement-balancing, sliding, wheeled
toys, bats and balls.

•

Imaginative experiences: we’re going
on a bug hunt, different ways of
moving.

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
•

Encouraging the children to work
together as a class, showing kindness and consideration towards
one another.

•

Learning about events in the lives
of their peers, news times, show
and tell.

•

Increasing the children’s understanding of what is right and
wrong through discussion, circle
time and reinforcement of ‘ Golden
Rules’.

•

Celebrating events with one another, birthdays and festivals from
various cultures, Chinese New
Year.

The door is always open or you
could contact me using the class
email address.
reception@forestschool.co.uk

Literacy Development
•
•

•

Creative writing-giants, unicorns
and dragons.
Children will learn to develop confidence in writing independently
for their own as well as agreed
purposes.
Writing labels etc. for our role
play corner.

Mathematics

•

Adding: continued experiences of
addition using + and = signs.

•

Subtraction: practical activities
using objects. Use of—and = signs
in making our own number sentences.

•

Doubling and halving.

•

Writing an imaginative story about
the magic beans based on Jack and
the Beanstalk.

•

Taking away one from a set. Subtraction, pictorial then record as
number stories.

•

Children will be making their own
‘Bean Diary’, following the progress of their own bean.

•

•

Continuous reinforcement of correct letter formation.

Counting on a number line: use a
frog- he is on one lily pad and
jumps on one, what has he landed
on?

•

Counting back using a number line.

•

Think about times of the day. Introduce ‘o’clock’ and ‘half past’.

•

Discuss money and introduce
1p,2p,5p,10p,20p, 50p, £1 and £2.

Understanding the world

•

Identifying features of minibeasts and other living things and
classify them.

•

Learning about the lifecycles of
butterflies. Look at the progress
of the caterpillars in our class
butterfly garden. Sequence the
lifecycle of a butterfly.

•

Use magnifiers to observe minibeasts and pick out their main
features, pattern, size, colour and
shape.

•

Label the different parts of a mini
-beast and plant.

•

Discover which natural things
float or sink in the water tray.

Expressive arts and design

•

Look at the work of Claude Monet.
Discuss his life and investigate his
works. Recreate the water lily
pond with Brusho and use oil pastels and tissue paper to make ripples and add texture.

•

Colour mixing to recreate the water in Monet’s painting.

•

Making mini -beasts with moving
parts using split pins.

•

Painting giants, castles, unicorns
and dragons for our role play corner.

Homework
-Reading Books and Letters and Sounds
books are taken home daily.
-Written homework on a Friday.

